Chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans in neural development and regeneration.
Proteoglycans are of two main types, chondroitin sulfate (CSPGs) and heparin sulfate (HSPGs). The CSPGs act mainly as barrier-forming molecules, whereas the HSPGs stabilise the interactions of receptors and ligands. During development CSPGs pattern cell migration, axon growth pathways and axon terminations. Later in development and in adulthood CSPGs associate with some classes of neuron and control plasticity. After damage to the nervous system, CSPGs are the major axon growth inhibitory component of the glial scar tissue that blocks successful regeneration. CSPGs have a variety of roles in the nervous system, including binding to molecules and blocking their action, presenting molecules to cells and axons, localising active molecules to particular sites and presenting growth factors to their receptors.